
Clarity eBallot Delivery is an innovative product which allows

for secure ballot delivery to remote voters increasing

participation and efficiency. After completing absentee ballot

requests, voters receive their ballots electronically and are

then able to return the marked ballots through mail, fax, email

or upload through a secure online interface.

Ballots can be marked on-screen through a secure marking

utility that prevents common errors such as over-voting or

under-voting. Users also have the option to print the ballots

and mark them by hand. Voters can track the status of their

ballots through custom voter receipts.

Ballot return made easy with real-time ballot 
information.

Eliminate absentee ballot remaking with 
improved workflow and support.

Easy to use on-screen marking with detailed 
information for ballot return.

Voter privacy, data masking, ballot choice 
& absentee data barcodes.

Enables voters to receive their ballots 
electronically and their marked ballots by 
postal mail, fax, or secure online upload.

I am very pleased to ensure that 
our deployed military and 
overseas citizens have a faster 
option when it comes to how they 
receive their absentee ballot. 
It has always been a priority of 
mine to make the voting process 
more accessible for military and 
overseas citizens, and safe and 
secure online ballot delivery is 
one of the ways we are doing that.”

Natalie E. Tennant, 
Secretary of State, 
West Virginia, USA.

Clarity eBallot Delivery

SAMPLE CUSTOMERS



COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS

Clarity Connect

Clarity Election Night Reporting

Clarity Election Finance

SOE Software, a Scytl company, is a nationally recognized, leading provider of election technology solutions 
that modernize elections and increase their efficiency. SOE provides intuitive election administration software 
solutions that span the entire election process, from Pre-election preparation through Election Day, and 
Post-election auditing and analysis. SOE Software is based in Tampa, Florida and has 50 employees.

Take your next steps in 
Election  Modernization 

with the experts. Visit us on 
www.soesoftware.com 

or email us on 
contactus@soesoftware.com

ABOUT SOE

5426 Bay Center Drive

Tampa, Florida USA       

P/ 813.490.7150

F/ 813.490.7145

Clarity e-Election Platform
A solution for every 
election phase

Pre-Election 
SOE solutions assist election administrators 
with the planning, organizing and training 
activities that accelerate as each new Election 
Day approaches. With a wide variety of soft-
ware solutions, SOE provides efficiencies built 
specifically for elections and the officials that 
conduct them.

Election Day
During Election Day, the most critical period 
of the election cycle, any number of issues 
can arise. Through our voting and help desk 
solutions, election officials can rest assured 
that the most robust and user-friendly tools 
are being utilized. Whether in-person or 
remotely, voters will experience a state-of-
the- art interface to cast their ballot and the 
resources to identify and answer questions.

Post-Election
After Election Day, work is far from over. This 
is where some of the most important steps take 
place to ensure accuracy and effectiveness of 
the voting system, aggregate and present elec-
tion results for public consumption, and use the 
information learned from this election to make 
the next one even better.


